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The creative Mind class - HBDI
 
Jonathan Milne
Early in TLC’s existence I stumbled upon David Keirsey’s book, ‘Please 

Understand Me’.  A little later, I found Ned Herrmann’s ‘The Creative Brain’ 

in a sale.

It was like cracking a mystery in a detective story.  Why had I always felt like 

an outsider?  Why didn’t school and university suit my learning style?

Soon after that, we started using the Keirsey questionnaire for TLC students 

and a bit later we spent some time putting more than 100 students through 

the Herrmann system.  The results looked like this:

If you can read statistics, you will recognise that this is a spectacular and very unusual cluster.  When you look at the 

descriptors, it becomes clear that mainstream education mostly follows the opposite preferences to the students who 

enrol at TLC.

This was great for TLC, because we were able to figure out better ways of marketing and searching for those who were 

more likely to find TLC relevant.  The school itself was able to grow from exactly the factors that made it unusual, and 

this in turn is something that we can all do for ourselves.  If you have a distinctive style, celebrate it and work from 

there!

Two interesting points emerged:

∏   Besides learning about yourself the ‘creative brain’ helps you in getting to know others.

∏   Just as we’ve had to grapple with our less-preferred areas, we have a huge amount to offer the mainstream of   

 education because we offer the key to unlock our student’s own creativity.

Action in Writing- Please share with your mentor.
The next stage is to write about what you think you need to do to develop your own art and creativity.  In a sense this 

is parallel to what we do in Thinking for a Change but we’re providing a different frame of reference.  Possibly the most 

important things are outside your normal references.  Jot your all thoughts, the act of writing down your goals can help 

you achieve them. If you can share these goals with your mentor and any steps you can think of, towards achieving 

them. Do this in your visual diary under the Title - CREATIVE MIND CLASS – ACTION IN WRITING
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